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Sanghamitra School
Annual Examination Practice She·~t- 2-. Sub: HindiClass Il.Sec:

Name:
Objective: To re~ise the taught concepts.
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Sanghamitra School
Class: II, Sec: SA-II Practice Sheet-Z
Name:
Objective: To revise the learnt concepts thoroughly for SA-II.

I. Circle the 'Correct answer .
.

(a) A letter with cured line only.

(b) A number with straight lines only

(c) A figure with straight lines only.

(d) A letter with both curved and straight lines.

II. Divide the following and identify the division terms.

Ill. Subtract the following:
(a) 7 6 2 (b) 9 7 3

-5 2 8 -2 4 8

:.diff= .·.diff= ---

IV. Multiply the following numbers:

(a) 3 4 2
X 3

(b) 1 4 5
X3

:.Pro = :.Pro= ---

Sub: Math

..mmm>:.mm ------
(b) __ ~~) 36-7

(c) 8 4 5
-4 2 9

:.diff= _

(c) 2 3 4
X4

:.Pro =---



V. Solve the division by repeated subtraction method.

(a) 1072= r~L_~ (b)1273= D (c) 1575= n

VI. Children of class-II love Math. Every month they count the "* which their teacher gives
them. Look at the picture write the number of points each child in the given table and
answer the following questions:
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e of the students Number of stars Number of points
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Note: Each '* = 2 points

(a) Which child got most stars?

(b) Which child got least stars?

(c) How many points Sona got?

(d) Which two children scored the same points?
---) -'-

(e) What is the total number of points Sona and Ravi got? _



Sanghamitra School
Class: Il, Sec: SA-II Practice Sheet-2
Name: -------
Objective: To revise the learnt concepts thoroughly for SA-Il.
1. Identify the pictures and name the means of transport.

IT. Complete the given passage using picture clues.
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Sub: EVS

.•...••...... .._-----

season. We call it monsoon. It begins in June. There are dark ~ ~

in the skv. It ~ a lot, sometimes for days together. We wear
.I . 6666'66

~ ~__ "'_'_6 __ . orcarry

~ ~
When we go out in the 6~6666~

6 666

Ill. Read the clue and unscramble.

(a) A high hill- NOU~1ATIN - _

(b) a small lake- DONP - --------
(c) A big sea- CANEO - _

(d) Moving air- DWIN- __

(e) flowing water - VERIR- _



Ft.Look at-the pictures. Show whether they belong to. winter or
summer by drawing these symbols in the squares.

t. The symbol for winter is r>:
'6- -The symbol for summer is - -..
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1- Read the clues and fill in the boxes.

Clues
L A kind of cage for pets ---+

1. Home of bees !
. 2. Henhouse
3. Crows build this kind of home.
4. You may keep sheep and goats in it.
5. A bear may live in it.
6. A home we build for pigs


